The psychometric function ' 
Introduction
With the increasing availability of adaptive procedures for estimating thresholds in perceptual tasks (King-Smith & Rose, 1997; Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999; Treutwein & Strasburger, 1999) , there is a corresponding increase of interest in the psychometric function underlying that perceptual process, i.e., of the mathematical function relating the probability of correct responding P c (x) to the physical variable x under study. One reason for that interest is as a means for the empirical comparison of thresholds that were obtained under different operational threshold definitions (the set criterion P c , the use of a yes/no versus a forced-choice task and the number of alternatives in the latter, etc.). By knowing the psychometric function's slope one can, say, compare the thresholds obtained with a 75%-correct criterion in one empirical study to the near-threshold proportion-correct performance in another. A second reason for the interest is that the steepness of the psychometric function in itself seems a useful parameter since it can be viewed as a measure of the reliability of sensory performance and might thus prove a valuable diagnostic in the assessment of visual disturbances (e.g. Chauhan, Tompkins, LeBlanc & McCormick, 1993; Patterson, Foster & Heron, 1980) .
For the reliable assessment of the psychometric function's slope one needs statistical estimation procedures and these have become increasingly available (Foster, 1986; Harvey, 1997; Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999; Treutwein & Strasburger, 1999) . Basically, the observer's binary response data are acquired in a stimulus region around the threshold and some analytically given ogive function is fitted by a suitable algorithm. A parameter in that function which controls the function's slope can then be used as an estimate of the underlying ("true") slope. Since it is not a-priori obvious which analytical function will fit any given set of data best, one needs to do these estimates using different analytical functions. For trustworthy estimates one further needs a way of comparing empirically found values across different studies, and here lies a problem. Since many analytical functions lend themselves as model functions (in principle any integral of a positive, unimodal function seems suitable), there is a bewildering variety of slope measures in use. Even though there is mostly a one-to-one correspondence between any two of these, which allows the comparison of empirically found values, such comparisons are tedious and error-prone and it needs considerable care to reliably convert from one measure to another. Furthermore, the most popular functions in use have unexpected similarities and differences that should be known when such comparisons are made. In the present short note I wish to give a number of useful formulas and other information for such conversions that have arisen from the needs of an empirical study on the psychometric function (Strasburger, 2001, this issue) . Note that the derivations presented here are purely analytical, and are valid independent of how to fit the individual functions to data. Fig. 1 and the following paragraphs explain the terms that are used in this note. A general way of writing the psychometric function is
(eq. 1)
where P c = P is the proportion of correct responses (shown on the ordinate), ξ is a measure of the stimulus level, γ is the guessing rate or chance performance, equal to 1/n for an nalternative forced-choice task (nafc), set to 10% in the figure, and λ is the lapsing rate which describes non-perfect performance. For simplicity, λ is set to zero in the following. Threshold α determines the function's horizontal position; a number of conventions exist for its definition. Often it is defined as the x coordinate of the point "half way up" , i.e. at P c = γ + (1 − γ − λ)/2, but frequently some other criterion level is used. A definition that is favored here is that of setting it at the point of inflection, i.e. the point of maximum slope (which is, or is not, identical to the point half way up; see below). In the figure, stimulus level is normalized to threshold such that the log of threshold occurs at zero. In principle, any sigmoid (S-shaped) function can be used as Φ(x) in the above representation and much of the variety in slope measures stems from this fact. Popular functions are the logistic, the Weibull, and the cumulative normal function, but others are also in use like the cumulative Poisson function (see Harvey, 1997 for the four mentioned so far), the function given by Quick (1974) 
Each of the functions can appear in log or linear scaling on the abscissa, the logarithms being natural or base 10. The slope measure can be the corresponding parameter in the used function, usually denoted by β, or that parameter's inverse in which case it is called a spread. There are, furthermore. the slope measures that are data-based, like the 10%-to-90% range of the function or the interquartile range (IQR).
A measure of psychometric function slope that is independent of the analytic representation is thus desirable and it is straight forward to base it on the function's actual slope, i.e. the function's first derivative (increment of proportion correct per unit stimulus increase). Since a sigmoid's actual slope varies between zero and some maximum, a point at which slope is read off needs to be designated and it would seem natural to choose the threshold as that point. There is a disadvantage to that which is not so much that the resulting slope measure will depend on how threshold is defined, but that it not uniquely characterizes the function's steepness: in particular, for the popular Weibull function the value "halfway up" (which is one definition of threshold) is not the maximum so that higher slope values occur elsewhere. Thus, whether the slope at threshold is unique or not depends on those additional conventions (which sigmoid and which threshold convention are used). A slope measure that is unique and thus lends itself for comparing the psychometric function's steepness across all cases, is the maximum slope. Per definition, it occurs at the function's point of inflection (where the curvature changes from accelerated to decelerated). I denote it by β' here to show that it is related to the slope parameter β and can be derived from it. Unlike the latter, β' is independent of the analytic representation, is independent of the definition of threshold, and because physical units can be specified, its numerical value is unambiguous. From the function it is obtained by taking the first derivative and finding its maximum (setting the second derivative to zero). Since the functions considered here are usually used on a log stimulus scale, I use the derivative with respect to log x, i.e., the maximum of ∆ ∆ P x c log . Note that when threshold α is defined as the x-value at the point of inflection as done here, maximum slope β' occurs at threshold. (eq. 4)
Weibull and Logistic Function
The functions are written such that the natural logarithm log e (x) of the physical variable appears as term. One can see that the inflection is obtained in the logistic function by taking an inverse, whereas in the Weibull function a second exponentiation occurs. On linear coordinates, the functions are written as
By differentiation of (2) and (3) with respect to log x, and setting x = α we obtain
per log e unit) for the Weibull function, (eq. 7)
(p c per log e unit) for the logistic function, (eq. 8) on a natural-log scale. The β are those in the corresponding function definitions (eq. 2 or 3, respectively). For same slope β', the β value of the logistic is thus by a factor of 4/e ≈ 1.47 larger than of the Weibull (see Fig. 1 ).
On a log 10 scale, the functions are compressed along the abscissa by a factor of log e (10) = 1/log 10 (e) = 2.3026, that is where β is defined as above.
A logarithmic unit that starts to become popular is the decilog (dL) which is one-tenth of a log 10 unit and is about 25% increase. Equations (9) and (10) 
Logarithmic versus linear abscissa
Is the definition of maximum slope given here tied to the logarithmic x-axis on which it was defined? Stanley Klein (2001) has pointed out a rather simple relationship between slope on linear versus logarithmic abscissas. On normalized coordinates x t = x/α we have slope lin = dP(x t ) / dx t = (dP / dξ) (dξ / dx t ) = slope log / x t because the derivative of the natural log is dξ / dx t = dlog e (x t ) / dx t = 1 / x t . At threshold, normalized stimulus level x t = 1, and so the slopes are equal on linear (normalized to threshold) and natural-log scales!
Quick Function
A variant of the Weibull is the Quick function (Quick, 1974 ) in which the natural base is replaced by base 2. The two functions are compared in Fig. 3 . On a log abscissa, the Quick function is identical to a Weibull shifted horizontally by the value δ β β = = log (log ) . (eq. 14)
The Quick function's slope is thus the same as that of the Weibull. Maximum slope occurs, however, not at x = α but slightly shifted at α δ + . At α, the function is "halfway up".
Consequently, when a Quick function is used for describing psychometric data, the threshold is usually defined as that point (halfway up) rather than as the point of inflection as is more common for the Weibull function as given in eq. (2). To complicate matters, some authors refer to the Quick function (eq. 13) as a Weibull, so that, effectively and mostly unnoticed, two different threshold definitions are common for the Weibull function. 
Cumulative Normal
The cumulative normal in its standard form is given by the integral of the gaussian The cumulative normal plays a special role. Since it does not have a closed analytic formulation, one will not, as with the other functions, be in the situation to have a slope parameter from a fitting routine that needs to be converted. The derivation of maximum slope is straightforward, however: the first derivative is, by definition, simply the gaussian. At the threshold x = α, the exponential vanishes and the inflection point slope is obtained as the gaussian's normalising factor β π 2 , weighted by ) 1 ( γ − , i.e., (eq. 17) with σ β = 1 being the gaussian's standard deviation. Thus, the psychometric function's slope at the point of inflection, for the case of the cumulative gaussian, is the inverse of the gaussian's standard deviation, weighted by a factor ( )
Hyperbolic Tangent Function
Another function that is sometimes used for the sigmoid term Φ in eq. (1) 
. It is noteworthy to realize that with the proper conventions, the hyperbolic tangent is equivalent to the logistic function. By some rearrangements, the identity of eq. (18) and (3) can be shown. The two functions are shown in Fig. 4 for comparison, using different abscissas to not coincide. Note that β plays a different role in the two functions (i.e. its numerical values will be different for same slope).
Through differentiation we obtain for P hyp the slope at the point of inflection ξ = 0 as 
Interquartile Range
Some studies (Chauhan & House, 1991; Chauhan et al., 1993) provide the interquartile range (IQR) as a measure of steepness and it is therefore useful to be able to convert between this and the other slope measures. The IQR is defined as the distance, on the stimulus scale, corresponding to "1/4 up on the psychometric function" vs. "3/4 up". For a yes/no task (where γ = 0) this corresponds to p c = 0.25 and p c = 0.75, respectively. The distance on the stimulus scale in the cited studies is specified in log units or in dB, where the dB in perimetry (unlike in acoustics) corresponds to 1/10th of a log 10 unit. Since the analytic functions considered here have different shape, the relationship between the IQR and slope is slightly different for each. For the logistic, it is given by ) 1 ( ) The conversion to β', or to β of another analytic function can be done using the equations in the previous sections. As an example, a logistic for a yes/no task, plotted on a log-10 scale, with β = 5.0 as in Figure 1 , has an IQR of 0.191 log 10 units (eq. 22) or 1.91 dB. The IQR is a measure of spread, i.e., it is inversely related to slope.
Proportion-correct to d' conversion
For forced-choice tasks, the signal-detection measure d' can be related to the proportion of correct responses P c , (see Green & Swets, 1966; Pelli, 1985; for >2 alternatives Elliot, 1964 ; see also Leek, Hanna & Marshall, 1992 ) and a conversion of P c to d' has become popular as a means to report results (e.g. Pelli, 1985) . For 2 > n alternatives there is no simple solution; Elliot (1964, eq. 25) provides an approximation to the general case:
where Φ (x) is the cumulative normal, and a n and b n are regression coefficients that can be read off nomograms (Elliot also gives convenient tables). For the 2afc, the relationship in eq. 
This relationship is similar to that found by Pelli (1985 Pelli ( , p. 1518 ). The conversion factor found here is slightly higher than Pelli's (0.88 versus 0.8±0.15), the reason probably being that Pelli included higher x values (contrast values) into the fit where the (d'-to-ξ) curves are slightly curved towards lower slope. The conversion of Weibull β in eq. (25), then, to other slope measures can be done by the equations given earlier. 
Conclusion
To compare empirically found values of the slope of the psychometric function for some sensory task, the slope at the function's point of inflection, denoted by β' here, can serve as a standard measure. It is specified in the unit "increase of proportion correct per log unit increase of x". Since it is given in physical units, it is unambiguous and it is independent of which analytic representation is chosen for modelling the psychometric function. To convert, for example, from the Weibull function to the cumulative normal, eq. (7) or (9), and eq. (17) would be used. The equations given above are hoped to help in these conversions; the table provides examples to verify the use of the equations. 
